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Lohmann GB's farm base and range of enterprises is also
expanding so the need for training and personal development of
colleagues on and off the farms is more important than ever. In
February this year Dr Sarah Cutler joined the company from
Freedom Foods in the role of Learning and Development Manager
working alongside Lohmann GB's Quality Assurance Manager,
Jackie Colwill.

Continuing development at Lohmann GB means new additions to the team and new roles
for the Technical Managers as sales of Lohmann Brown day-olds top 16 million for the first
time.

Kenny Shaw takes up the position of Technical Director with an overall responsibility for the
company's Technical Managers and responsibility for Lohmann day-old sales. Amongst the
Technical Managers, Jamie McIntosh moves from North-East England to cover Scotland and the
North of England. Hazel Russell moves from South-East England to cover North-East England.
With Dave Welch retiring after 50 years in the poultry industry, the areas he covered in South-
West England and Ireland (both the North and the Republic) will now be covered by Richard
Jones. The company has also welcomed two new Technical Managers - Stuart Swaby who is
covering North Wales and the Midlands, and Adrian Marshall who has taken on Hazel Russell's
previous area in the South-East. One constant in the changes is Julia Wright - Sales Co-Ordinator
for Lohmann GB for over 25 years who will continue to work from her office in Woodhall Spa,
Lincolnshire.

Learning and Development 

The trend in all forms of egg production is towards longer laying cycles, which needs a strong
shell, and with shell quality being the major strength of Lohmann breeds we have seen a big
increase in Lohmann day-old sales over the last 12 months.
In a competitive market, optimising the cost of production
has to be an essential focus for egg producers and longer
laying cycles gives the opportunity to spread the
depreciation cost for the bird across an increased number
of eggs. The excellent shell strength of Lohmann birds
means lower seconds overall which makes a significant
difference to a producer’s income – a 2% improvement in
seconds is worth around 34p per bird – almost £11,000 a
crop for 32,000 birds.

Longer  Laying  Cycles

For some years producers using Lohmann birds have been seeing the benefits of increasingly 
longer laying cycles and reaping the financial reward.  

Lohmann Tierzucht’s commitment to breeding for ever better shell quality, persistency in lay,
nesting behaviour and a good temperament means that Lohmann will remain the most profitable
hen in the house for many years to come.

If you would like more information on longer laying cycles and to run through the figures, come
and see your Lohmann Technical Manager on stand 260 at the Pig and Poultry Fair.

David Scott

Dr Sarah Cutler
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